What Did Zizo See?
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One sunny spring day Zizo was flying high, high up in the sky.
When he suddenly crashed into something huge.
He slid down it...
Then down a long rope...
When he felt a very hot fire...huff, puff, huff, puff!
Zizo wondered, “Just what could this be?”
He guessed, “Perhaps a nest? No, no, no...”
He flew higher and guessed again, “Maybe a giant long worm? No, no, no...”
He flew even higher, and guessed a third time, “Perhaps rays from the hot sun? No, no, no...”
He flew even higher than he had ever flown before and guessed one last time, “Some kind of balloon? Yes, perhaps, maybe...”
He flew away a bit to more clearly see, “Ah! It’s a hot air balloon!”
THE END